ABSTRACT

Software reuse, or component-based development is regarded as one of the most important software technologies in order to reduce lead times, increase functionality, and reduce costs. The concept of component-based development (CBD) is widely used in software (SW) development. CBD facilitates reuse of the existing components with the new ones. The well known architectures of CBD are ActiveX, common object request broker architecture (CORBA), remote method invocation (RMI) and simple object access protocol (SOAP). The objective of this paper is to support practice of CBD by comparing it with traditional software development. This paper also evaluates object oriented (OO) process model and proposes a novel process model for CBD.
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INTRODUCTION

Reuse of SW components concept has been taken from manufacturing industry and civil engineering field. Manufacturing of vehicles from parts and construction of buildings from bricks are the examples. Spare parts of a product should be available in markets to make it successful. The best example in this case is:

- The manufacturers of Honda, Toyota and Suzuki cars would have not been so successful if these companies have not provided spare parts of their cars?

Software companies have used the same concept to develop software in parts. These companies have provided parts with their softwares to market themselves successful. Software parts are shipped with the libraries available with SW. These SW parts are called components. Different people have defined component in different ways. A binary code that can be reused is called a component. The component concept is similar to the object concept of Object Oriented (OO) Programming. A component is an independent part of the system having complete functionalities. A component is designed to serve a particular purpose, i.e., for example command button and text box of VB. Component is like a pattern that forces developers to use the predefined procedures. It meets the specifications to plug it into new SW components.

RELATED WORK

According to Lycett and Giaglis [1], it is extremely difficult to evaluate information systems in terms of reuse. They are of the view that all development approaches have a danger and risk to reuse the existing components. According to them, the main reuse risks can be avoided by following ways:

- Integrate business driven evaluation at an early stage during selection of components. It will reduce effort of evaluation and selection.
- Evaluation and selection should be an ongoing process.

Constructive Cost Model II proposed by Boehm et al. [2] is far better to calculate cost of new systems to be developed by new and reusable components.

According to Merijn de Jonge [3], one of the reuse requirements is to develop independent components and those must be integratable. He reported another requirement that best reuse practice and processes need to be achieved and followed. He proposed techniques to integrate reusable independent components within one system and across systems. He proposed a source tree composition technique to integrate:

- core modules of components;
- package development that permits development of more than one component concurrently according to the scope of different software systems.

The extent of software reuse depends upon the reuse strategy followed [4]. They proposed a set of six dimensions to support the reuse practices after conducting a survey during which data was gathered from 71 software development groups. These dimensions are planning and improvement, formalized process, management support, project similarity, object technology and common architecture. On the basis of dimensions, they found out five reuse strategies that are practiced in software development groups. The five strategies are ad hoc reuse with high reuse potential, uncoordinated reuse attempt with low reuse potential, uncoordinated reuse attempt with high reuse potential, systematic reuse with low
management support and systematic reuse with high management support. The main objective of their research is to classify reuse strategies so that development groups can get benefit and achieve success to complete software projects. The authors support the last strategy, i.e., systematic reuse with high management support, but in this scheme there is a need of more detailed analysis by gathering data from various software houses working in different geographical locations, before reaching a conclusion.

Selection of reusable components is important to improve productivity of component-based software [5]. They proposed a component repository for facilitating enterprise java beans (EJB) component reuse (CRECOR) to store and manage the reusable components. They mentioned that working on the reusable components with their repository software could have many benefits. For example:

- Specification viewing.
- Adapting.
- Testing.
- Deploying.

The repository proposed by the authors does not have a version control and change control functions to manage different versions of reusable components. Version and change control are important functions of a repository to manage and update different versions of a component.

According to Haddad [6], the SW organizations have to invest huge sums of money to start successful reuse methodology and it’s a barrier for them. In his opinion, the core of reuse is source code. According to an estimate mentioned by the author, “domain specific components represent up to 65% of the application size. One approach to effective reuse practices focuses on domain specific components”. He proposed an integrated approach for component-based development to support domain specific components. An integrated approach is a collection of reusable components in a development environment.

The author also discusses the concept of interface to describe a wrapper interface mechanism. The wrapper interface mechanism will be used to manage and control the interface between or among the integrated collection of reusable components. The objective of his research is to develop benchmarks for software organizations so that they begin reuse practices by emphasizing mainly on programming effort and not on management and operational perspectives. The main focus of author’s research is development of domain specific reusable components but not on the construction of reusable components of different domains of concern. This problem can be handled through software engineering for adaptive and self-managing systems.

The research by Arndt and Dibbern [7] reveals that, there are two traditional approaches to construct software systems, i.e., customization and use of standard components libraries. They proposed a composition of customized and component libraries domains approaches to achieve benefits of both. There are many opposing factors to resist practice of this new domain. The authors to explain the change process to support composition approach have adopted a logical solution. They also introduce a concept of mindful innovation to show that how modular development can avail the benefits that domain change provides.

The advantages of component-based software development (CBSD) domain are also discussed that are already described in many papers. It is a theoretical concept. However it has been written to support the practice of CBSD domain. CBSD acceptance process is not considered by the authors.

**COMPARISON OF PROCESS MODELS**

Waterfall process model is the traditional and classical model used for software development. Communication, Planning, Modeling, Construction and Deployment are the main phases of Waterfall process model. This model is iterative in terms of system development life cycle (SDLC) phases. It is only applicable when comprehensive requirements are available regarding the re-engineering of existing SW. It is not feasible for commercial projects because of iteration of phases. This model requires more time and cost to develop and implement the system. Another obstacle, is that the working version is available during the implementation phase. It can result in total disaster if customers’ requirements are vague. It is not practically possible to collect complete requirements initially at the start of the project that is the fundamental requirement of this model [8].

Prototype process model is proposed to integrate with other methodologies such as waterfall to make them more effective. Listen to Customer, Develop a Demo/Rebuild and Evaluate are the main phases of Prototype process model. It is cyclic in nature. Iteration continues until the project is complete. Fast development results in dramatic time and cost saving. No proper documentation is made for current and future projects. Fast development often results in a poor quality SW. Prototype process model is never used as a standalone model to develop systems. It relies heavily on end user in terms of functionalities and interfaces. This can result in poor efficiency. End users some times may not want to make SW project successful due to the threat of job loss. They may eliminate some key features or functions of the SW [9].

Rapid application development (RAD) process model is one of models that are suitable for real life small-scale commercial projects. Requirements and planning, user design, construction and cutover are the main phases of RAD model. It results in quicker development and cost saving. The core benefit of RAD model is more complete user requirements. This is because of the using prototype approach during the user design and construction phases. RAD model focuses on the main features of the SW from the user’s point of view. It covers all phases of the waterfall model but at a rapid rate. All the drawbacks of the prototype approach are incorporated into the RAD mod. RAD model is not suitable for safety critical projects where life risks are involved.
Evolutionary or incremental process model supports a SW engineer to develop more complete comprehensive SW. Communication, planning, analysis, engineering, testing and customer evaluation are the main phases of Evolutionary process model. It is suitable for modular, incremental, web development and less number of developers. Software development organization can hire more staff when core functions are accepted.

Rational unified process (RUP) model incorporates almost all characteristics of evolutionary model but the focus is on pure object oriented development. Its main phases are inception, elaboration, construction and transition. Construction phase supports reusability of existing classes. The main limitations of RUP model are high time and cost and emphasis on documentation rather than on development [10]. According to Highsmith and Cockburn [11], all the agile process models emphasis on the need of quality design. Extreme programming (XP) is the most widely used model among all agile models, such as dynamic system development methodology (DSDM), scrum, crystal and feature-driven development (FDD). XP model main phases are planning, design, coding and testing. Agile models focus on delivering the first increment in couple of weeks and complete SW in couple of months. The main limitations and benefits of all models are fast development and cost saving. Fast development leads to poor quality SW and incorporates all disadvantages of RAD process model.

**MOTIVATION FOR CBD PROCESS MODEL**

Bailey and Basili [12], have proposed software-cycle model for reuse and re-engineering. The model suggests five stages to reuse a component:

- Analysis of existing programs to sort components to be reused.
- Re-engineer to eliminate domain specific troubles.
- Save reusable components in the repository.
- Construct independent status components with a reusing approach and store in a repository.
- Reuse components to develop new programs.

The model proposed by authors is not a complete process model for CBD but core focus of their paper is on reuse activities.

The objective of this paper is to ease requirements gathering using knowledge base but the paper is lacks in suggesting a comprehensive process model for CBD.

The core objective of this paper is to integrate off-the-shelf components with the newly developed components rather than in house development.

**PROCESS MODEL FOR CBD**

The object oriented process model is the only process model that indicates the reuse of existing SW parts. That model can be modified to implement reuse of component-based development. The engineering, construction and testing phase reflect the reuse of existing classes. The main phases of CBD process model are shown, in Fig. 1.

- Communication.
- Planning.
- Analysis and component selection.
- Engineering and testing.
- Evaluation.

![Fig. 1. CBD process model.](image)

The customer is communicated at the start of the project to gather the basic requirements. Initial use cases are developed at this stage. Project specification or proposal document is prepared during the planning phase. Project specification or proposal document is composed of feasibility and risk assessments that are made to prepare a cost benefits analysis (CBA) sheet. CBA sheet helps to estimate that whether SW project is feasible for the customer or not. Analysis phase is only started if the customer approves the proposal. Analysis phase of the OO process model can be modified according to the CBD process model. The new name of analysis phase can be ‘analysis and component selection’ phase. This is the phase where an analyst gathers detailed requirements and tries to identify and select those components that can be reused from the components repository. The relationships among the components are identified. The properties and behaviors of the components are identified as well. Core objective of this phase is to reuse maximum components, rather than reinventing the wheel. It will also improve productivity and efficiency of software engineers. Engineering and testing phase of the OO model matches the requirements of CBD process model. The selected components are modified according to the requirements of new system to be developed and tested. The new components are designed, developed and tested on unit basis.

Integration and system tests of the newly developed and of the reused components are performed. Interface Definition Language (IDL) is coded to integrate components if programmer is using CORBA or RMI architecture. Evaluation phase of OO process model fits in the requirements of the CBD process model. Customer is requested to evaluate and verify SW that whether it meets his/her requirements or not.

**ROLES AND IMPORTANCE OF REPOSITORY IN CBD**

The selection of reusable components is important to improve the productivity of component-based software. The
repository is used to store and manage the reusable components. The main benefits achieved, while working on the reusable components having a repository, are as follows:

- Classification.
- Searching.
- Modification.
- Testing.
- Implementation.
- Version control.
- Change control.
- Up to date and consistent documentation.

There could be one or more than one repository to select and retrieve components [18]. The main benefit of more than one repository is that repositories can be developed and categorized on the basis of specific component domains.

The major advantages of CBD are:

1. Reusability.
2. Interoperability.
3. Upgradability.
4. Less complexity.
5. Time effective.
6. Cost effective.
7. Efficient.
8. Reliability.
9. Improved quality.

Reusability is an important advantage of developing SW applications using CBD. Developing a mail transfer web application system in ASP can be an example application using the CBD. Collaboration Data Objects for Windows NT Server (CDONTS) component is provided by Microsoft Corporation to develop e-mail systems. This component can be used in similar applications. The built-in components within a particular tool also reflect the benefits of reusability approach such as Microsoft VB 6.0 text box and command button objects. The programmer needs intensive coding to develop a text box with its complete functionality using C language. This text box with its complete functionality in VB 6.0 is a component and can be used frequently without writing a single line of code. That makes VB 6.0 the most widely used Rapid Application Development (RAD) tool. Reusability thus helps us to concentrate on adding more complex functionalities in our applications rather than focusing on developing basic components.

CBD architectures allow components to intercommunicate with each other and this makes them interoperable. Interoperability facilitates programmers to integrate one application with other applications. The information systems used by ATM machines of different banks are integrated with each other. One link system is the benefit of interoperability provided by CBD.

Upgradability of web applications is easy if some new component has been introduced during the life of an application. Programmers just have to replace the previous component with the new component without a change in the front-end code of the application. The client–server architecture is used for development of distributed applications. There are three types of client–server architectures. Single tier architecture integrates presentation, application logic and data layers into single SW application such as MS Excel and Access SW. Two-tier architecture integrates presentation and an application logic layer into front-end SW application and data layer is handled by back-end SW application. This can be explained by taking an example of a business application that is coded by using VB or ASP to handle the presentation and application logic layers where as data layer is handled by MS Access or SQL server database. The three tier architecture is also called multiple or n-tier architecture. The presentation, application logic and data layers are handled by three SW applications. The front-end tool such as VB or ASP manages the presentation layer; the COM or COM + component manages business logic layer while MS Access or SQL server database manages data layer.

Presently programmers prefer to use three-tier architecture to develop business applications. The business logics are continuously changing due to current business environment. Therefore, it is very easy for programmer to replace the COM component without changing front-end VB or ASP code and back-end MS Access or SQL server database.

An advantage of CBD is that programmers do not need to understand how a component is working. They should be concerned only with the integration of that component with the application. This is similar to a car driver who does not need to know how a car engine operates. The programmer can concentrate more on main features of system rather than wasting time on designing the basic components of the application such as text box and command button. CBD saves programmers from complex programming. It helps to reuse components frequently in the similar applications that result in time and cost savings. It also results in efficient design process.

The reusable components are already thoroughly tested and maintained when these are used for the first time. Therefore the reusable components are reliable in terms of usage as compared to the newly developed components. Quality of the application developed from reusable components also significantly improved. The reusable components are well tested and maintained. Newly developed components need a lot of testing and maintenance. There would still be a that some of the bugs are left unreported. Quality of SW is effected because of such problems.

As indicated by Lim [19], reuse projects have achieved gross savings from $4.1 million to $5.6 million and return on investment (savings/cost) from 216% to 410%. He has also reported that the defect rate for reuse code is 0.9 defects per kilo line of code (KLOC) where as it is 4.1 defects per KLOC for new code. He made a comparison between two applications, one was developed with reuse strategy and other was developed without it. The improvement in the development time was 51% for the application that was developed from the reusable components.
As stated by Henry and Faller [20], the improvement in quality of SW is 35% because of reusable components.

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE SCOPE

This paper supports practice of CBD in contrast to traditional software development. A process model has also been proposed for the Component Based SW Engineering (CBSE). Role and importance of repository in CBD has also been discussed. From these discussions it is concluded that CBD technology is more cost effective, time saving and productive for SW development. A working prototype will be developed to support CBD process model.
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